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Abstract
Telomere maintenance is a highly coordinated process, and its misregulation is linked to cancer and
telomere-shortening syndromes. Recent studies have shown that the TEL-patch—a cluster of amino acids on
the surface of the shelterin component TPP1—is necessary for the recruitment of telomerase to the telomere
in human cells. However, there has been only basic biochemical analysis of the role of TPP1 in the telomerase
recruitment process. Here we develop an in vitro assay to quantitatively measure the contribution of the
TEL-patch to telomerase recruitment—binding and extension of the first telomeric repeat. We also
demonstrate that the TEL-patch contributes to the translocation step of the telomerase reaction. Finally,
our quantitative observations indicate that the TEL-patch stabilizes the association between telomerase and
telomeric DNA substrates, providing a molecular explanation for its contributions to telomerase recruitment
and action.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Telomeres are specialized nucleoprotein caps
found at linear chromosomal termini. Telomeres
are essential for genomic integrity. Telomerase is the
enzyme responsible for the synthesis of telomeric
DNA repeats [1], which are in turn bound by
protective telomeric protein complexes [2]. In
humans, telomerase recruitment and its subsequent
enzymatic action at the telomere during late S/G2
phase of the cell cycle are essential for both germ
cells and stem cells to retain proliferative capacity
[3]. In dividing somatic cells, in which telomerase is
not expressed, telomeres progressively erode as a
result of incomplete 3′ end-replication and the cells
enter replicative senescence [4]. Escape from
senescence results in critically short telomeres and
apoptosis [5]. However, on occasion, cells evade
apoptosis by reactivating telomerase, which results
in renewed telomere length maintenance and
0022-2836/© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

cellular immortalization, a hallmark of 80–95% of
cancers [5,6]. In contrast, telomerase or telomere
maintenance deficiencies in proliferative cell
populations cause organ failure in a class of
telomere-shortening diseases, examples of which
include dyskeratosis congenita, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, and aplastic anemia [7,8]. Thus, the
proper regulation of telomerase is critical to telomere
homeostasis.
Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein complex that is
minimally composed of a templating telomerase
RNA (TR) and the enzymatically active telomerase
reverse transcriptase (TERT) [9,10]. Human TERT
(hTERT) has an N-terminal domain (TEN), a
telomerase RNA-binding domain, and a conserved
reverse transcriptase domain (RT) and C-terminal
extension (polymerase thumb) [2,11]. The 450-nt
hTR contains the canonical pseudoknot template
domain and a partially conserved three-way junction
(CR4/5), which are bound by hTERT and necessary
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Fig. 1. Mutations in the TEL-patch adversely impact telomerase translocation. (a) (Left) the human telomerase catalytic
cycle. (i) Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein complex that contains an internal template telomerase RNA, which is utilized
by TERT to synthesize telomeric repeats (ii) upon DNA substrate binding. (iii) Nucleotides are sequentially added to the 3′
end of the substrate until the end of the internal RNA template is reached. (iv) The primer is next repositioned on the RNA
template (translocation) and a subsequent round of repeat addition ensues. Additionally, the substrate or product can
dissociate from the enzyme during any step of the cycle, although dissociation coincides most often with the translocation
step in vitro. (Right) POT1 complexed with TPP1 binds the DNA primer; wild-type TPP1 with an intact TEL-patch engages
with TERT. (b) Translocation rate assay for primer alone, primer bound by wild-type TPP1-POT1, or primer bound by
E169A;E171A (EE mutant) TPP1-POT1. Reaction time (min) noted above gel, and + 2 and + 4 products denoted on the
side of the gel correspond to products shown in (a). Precipitation and loading control shown below each translocation
panel. (c) Fraction translocated was calculated as the sum of counts in the + 3 and + 4 products divided by the total counts
and plotted as a function of time for primer alone (open squares), wild-type TPP1 (closed circles), and E169A;E171A TPP1
(closed triangles). TP signifies TPP1-POT1. Translocation data were fit to the equation y = A[1 − e (− kt)] where k (or k app)
represents the rate constant for a single round of translocation plus subsequent nucleotide incorporation and A (the
horizontal limit) represents the maximum efficiency. The efficiency and rate constants for each condition are noted. The
averaged data are plotted ± standard deviation (n = 2). (d) Equilibrium binding of POT1 (closed circles), wild-type
TPP1-POT1 (open circles) and E169A;E171A mutant TPP1-POT (triangles) to the primer a5TT. Native gel-shift assay
data were fit to a one-site binding equation by non-linear regression to obtain equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd). One
replicate was carried out as our values matched previous measurements.
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for enzymatic activity [12,13]. During telomeric DNA
synthesis, single-stranded DNA anneals to the hTR
RNA template and the RT domain of hTERT
catalyzes the sequential addition of nucleotides to
the 3′ end of the DNA. When hTERT reaches the end
of the RNA template, the telomeric DNA repositions
on the template, enabling another repeat to be
added. The addition of multiple repeats by telomerase, prior to dissociating from the telomeric substrate, is known as repeat addition processivity
(RAP). The TEN domain, the RT domain, and the
C-terminal extension of hTERT have been proposed
to interact with the telomeric DNA substrate to
promote RAP [14–18], as has the telomerase
RNA-binding domain in Tetrahymena TERT [19].
Outside of the active site, hTR also contains a
scaRNA domain that is recognized by dyskerin and a
CAB box motif that is recognized by TCAB1 to
promote Cajal body localization [20–22].
Human telomerase is sequestered in Cajal bodies
for most of the cell cycle through an interaction with
TCAB1 [23,24]. During S phase, telomerase is
recruited to telomeres through an interaction with
the shelterin component TPP1 [25,26]. We find it
useful to distinguish “recruitment” of telomerase from
simple binding, with recruitment designating preferential localization of telomerase to its site of
biological activity (e.g., telomeres versus internal
chromatin or telomeres versus Cajal bodies) in a
manner that is competent for telomere extension.
Proper recruitment of telomerase to the telomere is
crucial to maintaining telomere length. The number
of active telomerase molecules per cell roughly
equals the number of telomere ends during S phase
(~ 240 in HEK 293 and HeLa cells) [27]. Furthermore, telomeres are thought to shorten by 50–
100 bp per cell division [28], while telomerase is
thought to extend each telomere by about 60 nt per
cycle [29]. Thus, a precarious balance between
telomere erosion and telomerase action exists, and
small changes in telomerase activity or recruitment
may have significant impacts on telomere length in
cells [30].
Telomerase and shelterin work synergistically to
promote telomere homeostasis. Shelterin is the
six-protein complex responsible for protecting telomeres and regulating telomerase action [2,31]. Loss
of the double-stranded DNA-binding proteins, TRF1
and TRF2, results in activation of the DNA-damage
response in mice [32,33]. The single-stranded
DNA-binding protein POT1 serves to restrict telomerase access to telomeric substrates both in vivo
and in vitro [34,35]. TIN2 and TPP1 bridge the
double-stranded and single-stranded binding proteins within shelterin. Additionally, TIN2 is necessary
for the recruitment of TPP1 to shelterin [25]. TPP1,
which also associates with POT1, is required for the
recruitment of telomerase to telomeres in vivo
[25,26]. In particular, the acidic TEL-patch found on

the surface OB domain of TPP1 is both necessary
and sufficient to recruit telomerase [36–39] through a
direct interaction with the TEN domain of hTERT
[40].
In addition to recruiting telomerase, the
TPP1-POT1 complex is a processivity factor for
telomerase because the binding of TPP1-POT1 to
primers in direct telomerase extension assays
stimulates RAP [41]. TPP1-POT1 interacts with
telomerase to stimulate processivity through at
least two mechanisms: (i) decreasing the rate of
primer dissociation from the enzyme and (ii) increasing the apparent rate of translocation and efficiency
[42]. Mutations to the TEL-patch of TPP1
also decrease TPP1-POT1 RAP stimulation of
telomerase [36]. Moreover, RAP stimulation and in
vivo recruitment defects of TPP1 TEL-patch mutants
can be rescued by a compensatory charge-swap
mutation in the TEN domain of hTERT [40].
Collectively, experimental evidence suggests that
TPP1-POT1 RAP stimulation and telomerase recruitment are manifestations of the same direct
interaction between telomerase and TPP1.
To better understand the contributions of the
TEL-patch to telomerase recruitment, we have
developed a novel in vitro substrate competition
assay. Using this assay, we show that the TEL-patch
participates in the preferential extension of
TPP1-POT1-bound substrates and that mutation of
the TEL-patch results in less efficient substrate
usage by telomerase in vitro. In addition, we show
that mutation to the TEL-patch reduces the apparent
translocation rate, decreases the efficiency of
translocation, and increases the rate of primer DNA
dissociation from actively synthesizing telomerase.

Results
The TEL-patch on TPP1 promotes the translocation
of human telomerase
Mutations in the TEL-patch impact the ability of TPP1
to stimulate RAP by telomerase in vitro [36], suggesting that the TEL-patch interacts with telomerase during
catalysis. To understand TEL-patch contributions in
stimulating telomerase RAP, we compared wild-type
TPP1 and a previously described TPP1 TEL-patch
mutant E169A;E171A (EE mutant) [36] in a number of
in vitro telomerase assays. Assays were used to query
various steps in the telomerase catalytic cycle
(Fig. 1a).
Wild-type TPP1 was previously shown to impact
both the translocation rate and the efficiency of
translocation [42]. We hypothesized that mutations
in the TEL-patch would decrease RAP stimulation by
impacting translocation, and we tested this with a
single-turnover translocation experiment [42–44].
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(Fig. 1b). We note that the “translocation rate” that
we measure relies on translocation and nucleotide
incorporation to determine the fraction translocated
and yields a complex rate constant that may not be
solely dependent on primer repositioning. A single
translocation event (Fig. 1a; steps iii and iv) was
observed because dTTP was absent and an excess

Wild-type TPP1-POT1 or EE mutant TPP1-POT1
was complexed with primer and pre-bound to
telomerase. The translocation rate was measured
by initiating telomerase extension by adding only
dATP and dGTP (dTTP was omitted) and monitoring
the fraction of product formation before (+ 2 products) and after translocation (+ 3,+ 4 products)
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of chase primer was added simultaneously with the
dNTPs to prevent dissociated substrates from
rebinding telomerase.
TPP1-POT1 increased both the translocation rate
and the efficiency of translocation compared to
primer alone. The apparent rate constant for primer
alone was 0.09 ± 0.01 min − 1, in agreement with
previous measurement [42]. Having wild-type
TPP1-POT1 bound to the primer increased the
apparent rate constant to 0.15 ± 0.01 min − 1, while
the TEL-patch mutant TPP1-POT1 retained partial
activity (0.11 ± 0.01 min − 1) (Fig. 1c). In addition, the
overall efficiency of translocation differed between
the samples. In the case of primer alone, only 80% of
the incorporated dGTP was present in the + 4
product, while 20% remained un-translocated. Addition of TEL-patch or wild-type POT-TPP1 resulted in
incremental increases in efficiency to 84% and 94%,
respectively (Fig. 1c). We verified that differences
observed in the translocation assay result in
increased telomerase RAP, using a full extension
assay with dTTP (Fig. S1a and b). The full extension
assay was carried out under similar conditions;
however, the concentration of Mg 2 + was titrated to
account for overall higher dNTP concentration.
Collectively, these results confirm that the TEL-patch
contributes to the apparent translocation rate and
increases the efficiency of translocation.
To ensure that our TEL-patch EE mutant TPP1
was active in interacting with POT1 and correctly
folded, we determined the Kd of both wild-type and
mutant TPP1-POT1 complexes for DNA by electrophoretic mobility-shift assay. TPP1 is known to
enhance the affinity of POT1 for DNA [41], and
mutation to the TEL-patch should not disrupt POT1
binding [36]. POT1 alone bound the DNA with a Kd of
50 nM, and the addition of either wild-type or mutant
TPP1 resulted in increased affinity to 7 and 9 nM,
respectively (Fig. 1d), consistent with previous
results [36,41]. These results indicate that the
TEL-patch EE mutant TPP1 is competent to form a

complex with POT1 and thereby increase its affinity
for DNA.
Developing an in vitro assay for telomerase
recruitment to a telomere
The TEL-patch of TPP1 was previously shown to
interact with the TEN domain of hTERT, and it is
crucial for telomerase recruitment to telomeres in
vivo [36,37,40]. We postulated that telomerase
should be preferentially recruited (i.e., binding and
extension) to TPP1-POT1-bound substrates with a
wild-type TEL-patch. To test this hypothesis, we
developed a competition assay with two competing
substrates (Fig. 2a). Two primers with slightly
different lengths (38 and 44 nt) and the same
molar concentration were used in the competition.
One primer was complexed with wild-type
TPP1-POT1 and the other one was complexed
with the EE mutant TPP1-POT1 (Fig. S2a). The
competition was initiated when the two substrates
were simultaneously added to a low concentration of
telomerase in buffer containing dATP and dGTP
(dTTP was again omitted). As the primers were
slightly longer than the primers that are typically
used in direct extension assays, we verified that the
extension products were telomerase specific by
treating the telomerase with RNase A; this eliminated extension of both primers under the competition
conditions (Fig. S2b). In the competition, the two
substrates act as competitive inhibitors of one
another [45]—that is, a single active site can
accommodate and catalyze product formation of
only one substrate at a time. Thus, the ratio of the
initial velocities of product formation for the two
substrates gives the ratio of their specificity constants (kcat/Km)substrate1/(kcat/Km)substrate2 [45].
We first verified that measured differences in the
initial velocity of product formation between the two
TPP1-POT1-bound substrates were due to mutations in the TEL-patch rather than other intrinsic

Fig. 2. The TEL-patch contributes to substrate recruitment and extension by telomerase. (a) In vitro telomerase
competition assays between two primers: a 38-nt primer bound with wild-type TPP1-POT1 and a 44-nt primer bound by
TEL-patch mutant TPP1-POT1, cartoon depicts competition shown in (f) and quantitated in (g). (b) Competition between
primer 1 and primer 2 each pre-bound to wild-type TPP1-POT1 (WT TPP1-POT1). (c) Initial velocity plot for the competition
shown in (b). Blue circles indicate wild-type TPP1-POT1. (d) Primer 1 and primer 2 each pre-bound to E169A;E171A (EE
mut) TPP1-POT1. (e) Initial velocity plot for the competition shown in (d). Red triangles indicate E169A;E171A TEL-patch
mutant TPP1-POT1. (f) Primer 1 pre-bound to EE mut TPP1-POT1 and primer 2 pre-bound to wild-type mut TPP1-POT1.
(g) Initial velocity plot for competition shown in (f), colors and symbols are the same as in (c) and (d). Time (min) after
simultaneously mixing telomerase and both substrates denoted above gels, and + 2 and + 4 products indicated on the right
side of the gels. Precipitation and loading control (LC) shown below each competition panel. Product formation was
calculated by summing the counts of the + 2, + 3, and + 4 products, normalized to the loading control, and expressed as a
fraction of the total counts incorporated for primer bound by WT TPP1-POT1 at 12 min for each replicate. The average
normalized product formation for each competition was plotted as a function of time and fit by linear regression, and the
initial velocity of product formation was determined by the slope of the line. Error bars represent the standard deviation in
normalized product formation at each time point for the replicates (n = 2). Throughout this work, kcat/Km ratios calculated
using the equation: (kcat/Km)primer2/(kcat/Km)primer1 = (vprimer2/vprimer1)*([primer1]/[primer2]). Final concentration of each
primer was 100 nM.
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Fig. 3. TPP1-POT1 remains stably associated with primers during competition assay. (a) Flow chart of TPP1
equilibration experiment. Primer 1 was bound to TEL-patch mutant TPP1-POT1 (EE mut), and in a separate tube, primer 2
was bound by wild-type TPP1-POT1. The two primers were mixed and allowed to pre-equilibrate for different amounts of
time to allow TPP1 (or TPP1-POT1) to exchange between the primers. Primers were then extended for 10 min. (b) TPP1
exchange equilibration experiment. Primer 1 was bound to TEL-patch mutant TPP1-POT1 (EE mut) and primer 2 was
bound by wild-type TPP1-POT1, as noted on left side of gel. No T-P, control experiment consisting of a competition
between primer 1 and primer 2 with no TPP1-POT1 present. TPP1 pre-mix, control experiment in which primers 1 and 2
were first mixed and then added to a mixture of wild-type TPP1-POT1 and E169A;E171A TPP1-POT1. Primer
pre-equilibration time above gel; note that products visualized on gel were extended by telomerase for 10 min in addition to
the time noted above the gel. Asterisk above 2 min pre-equilibration time corresponds to the final time point (12 min) in the
initial velocity competitions shown in Fig. 2 (i.e., 2 min of TPP1 pre-equilibration + 10 min telomerase extension = 12 min
of TPP1 exchange). Products corresponding to + 2 and + 4 additions indicated on the right side of the gel. Precipitation and
loading control (LC) shown below competition panel. (c) Plot of the product ratio versus TPP1 pre-equilibration time.
Product ratios were calculated by summing the + 2, + 3, and + 4 products for each primer and then dividing the total counts
of primer 1 by the total counts of primer 2. The ratio of the TPP1-pre-mix control is shown as a horizontal line at the top of
the plot, and the pre-equilibration time (min) at which TPP1 has undergone 50% exchange is denoted with a broken line,
taking the starting product ratio as 15% and the pre-mix control ratio of 91% as the point at which equilibrium is reached.

differences (e.g., primer length or secondary structure). Both primers were bound either to wild-type
TPP1-POT1 or to EE mutant TPP1-POT1 and used
in telomerase competitions (Fig. 2b–e). The difference in initial velocity of product formation was
negligible when both primers were bound by the
same TPP1-POT1 complex (Fig. 2c and e). Competing primers bound to wild-type TPP1-POT1 had a
specificity constant ratio of 1.00 ± 0.18 and primers
bound by EE mutant TPP1-POT1 had a ratio of
1.11 ± 0.36, consistent with equivalent primers
having an expected ratio of 1. Collectively, these
data demonstrate that primers of slightly different
lengths bind to and are extended by telomerase with
equivalent efficiency when associated with the same

TPP1-POT1 complex. Additionally, the total velocity
of product formation (i.e., vprimer1 + vprimer2) increased when both primers were bound to wild-type
TPP1-POT1 compared to both primers bound to
TEL-patch mutant TPP1-POT1 (Fig. 2c and e).
Next we carried out a competition between a
primer bound to wild-type TPP1-POT1 and a second
primer bound to EE mutant TPP1-POT1 (Fig. 2f and
g). The initial velocity and specificity constant ratio
for the wild type over mutant TPP1-POT1-primer
was 2.59 ± 0.07. The higher initial velocity for the
primer bound by wild-type TPP1-POT1 was retained
at multiple primer concentrations (Fig. S2c–h). The
specificity constant ratio appeared to increase at
lower primer concentrations. In addition, there was a
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lag in the initial velocity of product formation
especially noticeable at 20 and 10 nM primer
concentrations (Fig. S2f and h), consistent with the
association of primer with telomerase contributing to
the observed rate.
As a control, a second competition in which the
opposite shorter primer was bound to TEL-patch
mutant TPP1-POT1 gave a specificity ratio of 1.52 ±
0.03 (Fig. S3a and b). Preferential extension of the
longer primer bound by the wild-type TPP1-POT1 was
also apparent at 40 nM primer concentration (Fig. S3c
and d). Ideally, the specificity constant ratio should be
independent of which primer is bound to which protein
complex, but this was not the case. For example,
100 nM primer concentrations gave specificity constant ratios of 2.59 ± 0.01 when the shorter primer was
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bound to wild-type TPP1-POT1 and 1.52 ± 0.03 when
the longer primer was bound to wild-type TPP1-POT1.
The difference likely reflects the contributions of the
primers themselves in addition to the contributions of
the wild-type or mutant TEL-patch. Despite the
differences in specificity constant ratios, the main
conclusion is that primers were preferentially bound
and extended by telomerase at multiple primer
concentrations when complexed with wild-type
TPP1-POT1. For analysis of how this assay relates
to telomerase recruitment, see Discussion.
Our experimental design would underestimate the
difference between mutant and wild-type TPP1 if the
proteins exchanged between the primers during the
course of the experiment. We therefore tested how
TPP1 exchange impacted our competition experiment.
One primer bound to wild-type TPP1-POT1 and a
second primer bound to EE mutant TPP1-POT1 were
pre-mixed for varying amounts of time prior to a fixed
length of competition extension by telomerase
(Fig. 3a–c). Plotting the product ratio versus time in
Fig. 3c revealed that approximately 50% of the TPP1
exchanged after 30 min (note: 20 min of pre-equilibration followed by 10 min of extension). The experiment
also revealed that, after 12 min (the last time point in
our competition assay), between 6% and 21% of the
TPP1 appeared to have exchanged (i.e., after 2 min of
pre-equilibration and 10 min of telomerase extension,
the product ratio was 21%, which was 6% higher than
the starting product ratio of 15% with no pre-equilibration; Fig. 3c). Thus, the TPP1-POT1 complexes bind
stably enough to primers that protein exchange has
minimal effect on the competition assays.
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Fig. 4. Mutations in the TEL-patch increase primer
dissociation from extending telomerase. (a) Cycling
telomerase off-rate assays for free primer (left panel, No
TPP1-POT1), primer bound by wild-type TPP1-POT1
(middle panel), or primer bound by E169A;E171A (right
panel, EE Mut TPP1-POT1). “Pre-Ch” indicates pre-chase
control samples in which 3′ phosphorylated primer was
added to the telomerase prior to addition of the substrate
primer. Time (min) of the chase denoted above gel;
number of telomeric repeats indicated on left side of gel.
Precipitation and loading control (LC) shown below each
off-rate panel. The diffuse bands found near repeats 1, 3,
and 7 are the result of contaminants present in the
32
P-α-dGTP. The intensity of these spurious bands was
excluded from the calculation of the fraction of primer
bound. (b) The total counts (TC) incorporated in each lane
at time n were expressed as fraction of the counts
incorporated at time zero, TC(t = n)/TC(t = 0), and plotted
versus time. The data were fit to a double exponential.
Apparent
Values of t1/2
were estimated by determining the time
at which half of the primer dissociated, represented by the
broken line. Fits for free primer (No TP; open square),
wild-type TPP1-POT1 (WT TP; closed circle), and E169A;
E171A mutant TPP1-POT1 (EE TP; closed triangle).
Averaged data were plotted ± standard deviation (n = 2).
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Mutations in the TEL-patch of TPP1 induce
faster dissociation of cycling telomerase from
DNA substrates
Wild-type TPP1-POT1 was previously shown to
slow the rate of primer dissociation from actively
cycling telomerase [42]. We hypothesized that
mutations in the TEL-patch may destabilize the
interaction between TPP1 and telomerase and
thereby increase primer dissociation. To examine
this hypothesis, we measured the primer dissociation rate from telomerase engaged in telomeric
repeat synthesis [42]. In this experiment, primers
were pre-bound to telomerase and repeat synthesis
was initiated by addition of cold dATP, dGTP, and
dTTP. At time zero, a large excess of 3′ phosphorylated chase primer was added to the reaction to
prevent telomerase from re-associating with active
primers. Telomerase extension was carried out for
varying lengths of time in the presence of cold
nucleotides, and products were pulse labeled with
α- 32 P-dGTP prior to reaction termination.
We measured the dissociation rates for primer
alone, primer bound by wild-type TPP1-POT1, and
primer bound by EE mutant TPP1-POT1. Primers
without TPP1-POT1 underwent biphasic dissociation
from telomerase—an initial rapid dissociation followed
by slower dissociation (Fig. 4a and b), consistent with
previous observations [42]. In the absence of
TPP1-POT1, primers dissociated with an estimated
Apparent
t1/2
of ~ 1 min. In contrast, primers bound with
wild-type TPP1-POT1 dissociated at a much slower
Apparent
rate, with t1/2
of ~6.5 min (Fig. 4a and b). The
6.5-fold decrease in the dissociation rate in the
presence of wild-type TPP1-POT1 is consistent with
previous results [42]. When primers were bound by EE
mutant TPP1-POT1, the dissociation rate increased
compared to primers bound by wild-type TPP1-POT1;
Apparent
the t1/2
was ~ 3.5 min. These results indicate the
following mechanism for TEL-patch-dependent RAP
stimulation: the TEL-patch stabilizes the interaction
between primer-POT1-TPP1 and telomerase during
active repeat synthesis and thus increases the
efficiency of telomerase translocation.

Discussion
Telomerase–telomere interactions are vital to
homeostatic telomere maintenance. Here we
demonstrate that the TEL-patch contributes to
telomerase–substrate interactions at multiple points
during the telomerase catalytic cycle including
increased binding and extension for the first repeat
synthesized, increased translocation, and decreased dissociation. We present a first step toward
reconstituting an in vitro telomerase recruitment
assay and validate the dependence of single-repeat
synthesis on the TEL-patch of TPP1.

Telomerase recruitment can be measured
independently of RAP stimulation in vitro
The crucial role for the TEL-patch in telomerase
recruitment has been well established by a variety of
cell-based experimental approaches [36–38,40].
Evidence for TEL-patch-dependent telomerase
recruitment in vitro is less direct and has been
inferred from measurements of TPP1-POT1 RAP
stimulation of telomerase or TPP1-dependent
telomerase pull-down [36,40,46]. The relationship
between the RAP stimulation assay and telomerase
recruitment is unclear because the interaction being
measured could occur after telomerase binds to the
primer. The pull-down assay provides some measure of the efficiency of telomerase recruitment in
vitro, but the rate constants or equilibrium constants
that determine the pull-down efficiency are unknown.
Our in vitro competition assay utilizes substrates that
simultaneously compete for the telomerase active
site and subsequent extension; thus, it provides the
ratio of specificity constants (kcat/Km) for the two
substrates. Our data indicate that the TEL-patch
contributes to the synthesis of the first repeat of
TPP1-POT1-bound primers, with the E169A;E171A
mutation within TPP1 resulting in an approximately
2-fold decrease in the initial velocity and specificity
constant of telomerase for mutant TPP1. We note
that our assay does not rely on the measurement of
TPP1-POT1 stimulation of telomerase RAP.
Furthermore, any enzyme turnover in this assay is
distributive rather than processive (i.e., after the + 4
incorporation telomerase could dissociate in theory
and act on another substrate) because an
unextendable chase primer is not added to the
competition assay as it was in the translocation
assay. Finally, our competition assay strengthens
the evidence that the same molecular interaction
between the TEL-patch of TPP1 and hTERT
mediates both RAP stimulation and recruitment.
One advantage of using the telomerase reaction
rather than binding to measure recruitment is that
only productive enzyme-TP-primer complexes are
counted. A disadvantage, however, is that the assay
does not separate binding from the nucleotide
addition steps. We acknowledge that the measurement of initial velocity in our competition experiment
includes nucleotide additions + 1 to + 4 and the
translocation step, resulting in the measurement of a
complex rate constant. One possibility is that both
wild-type and EE mutant TPP1-POT1-bound primers
associate with telomerase equally well, and the
TEL-patch slows dissociation during some other
step that is rate limiting (such as a nucleotide
addition), dictating the difference in specificity
constants (Fig. 2). For example, dGTP incorporation
may be rate limiting in our experiment as its
concentration is below Km [27] (although the dGTP
concentration used in our experiments is roughly
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physiological [47,48]). Although our assay does not
isolate the initial substrate binding step, the lag in the
initial velocity of product formation seen when the
primer concentration is reduced to 10 or 20 nM
suggests that substrate association likely contributes to the measured rates (Fig. S2c–h). Future work
will be required to measure the individual rate
constants of each step in the synthesis of a single
repeat to definitively determine the extent to which
the TEL-patch contributes to substrate binding to
increase the efficiency of + 1 nucleotide addition.
The 2-fold stimulating effect of the TEL-patch on first
repeat addition measured in vitro seems insufficient to
explain the essentially on–off switch in telomerase
recruitment seen upon TEL-patch mutation in vivo [36–
38,40]. One possible explanation is that telomerase
may need to interact with multiple telomere‐bound
TPP1 proteins in order to locate the 3′ overhang. In this
case, a small deficiency in binding during each
association could result in a large additive recruitment
defect. It is also likely that recruitment is further
enhanced by additional factors in vivo. Possibilities
include post-translational modification of TPP1 and/or
hTERT, trafficking of telomerase to the telomere by
other proteins, or further stabilization of an initial
TPP1-hTERT interaction by additional components.
The in vitro competition assay developed here should
be useful in validating candidate telomerase recruitment factors in the future.
The TEL-patch stabilizes the telomerase–TPP1
interaction during processive telomeric
synthesis
Processive repeat synthesis by telomerase requires
translocation. During translocation, the telomeric DNA
substrate must dissociate and subsequently reposition on the complementary RNA template [49]. Repeat
addition is a dynamic process, and several factors
contribute to telomerase–substrate association, translocation, and processivity. Interactions between the
telomeric substrate and the TEN domain provide
stability throughout the catalytic cycle [14–16]. Processive synthesis is facilitated by multiple portions of
the RT domain on hTERT, including the insertion in
the fingers domain, motif 3, and the C-terminal
extension [17,18]. TR, the telomerase RNA subunit,
also makes direct contributions to translocation and
processivity [50,51]. However, despite the evolutionary tuning of telomerase to synthesize multiple
repeats processively, translocation is an inefficient
step and primers frequently dissociate [49].
A number of studies indicate that TPP1 is a
processivity factor for human telomerase during active
telomeric synthesis [2,41,42,52]. TPP1 mediates its
role as a processivity factor at least in part by reducing
the telomerase–substrate off-rate [42]. Our data
demonstrate that the TEL-patch of TPP1 contributes
to enzyme–substrate stability during processive telo-

meric synthesis, resulting in longer products. Moreover, the TEL-patch of TPP1 decreases the
dissociation of telomeric DNA from telomerase by
approximately 2-fold (Fig. 4b). Increased RAP was
previously shown to correlate with decreased primer
dissociation in a gain-of-function Tetrahymena TERT
mutant [53]. In addition, we show that the interaction
between telomerase and the TEL-patch of TPP1
stimulates the increase of both the apparent rate of
translocation and the overall translocation efficiency.
Translocation efficiency was shown to correlate with
RAP for a panel of hTERT mutants [44]. Our results
demonstrate that TPP1-POT1-dependent increases
in translocation efficiency also correlate with increased telomerase RAP stimulation.
There are a number of explanations for how
TPP1-POT1 might influence telomerase–substrate
interactions to act as a processivity factor. First,
TPP1-POT1 might contribute to the interaction solely
by influencing the single-stranded DNA conformation
in order to make it more accessible to telomerase;
however, our data and previous studies argue against
this. Heterologous telomerase-TPP1-POT1 mixing
experiments showed that non-cognate TPP1-POT1
complexes do not stimulate processivity (i.e., human
TPP1-POT1 does not stimulate mouse or medaka
telomerases, all of which synthesize the same
telomeric repeat sequence), indicating that the
TPP1-POT1 complex specifically interacts with its
cognate TERT [52]. Furthermore, our data indicate
that EE mutant and wild-type TPP1 interact with
POT1-DNA equally well (Fig. 1d), but binding and
extension, translocation, and dissociation are compromised in the presence of TEL-patch mutant TPP1.
Second, TPP1 may act as an allosteric regulator or
activator of telomerase by inducing conformational
changes in telomerase, making it more competent for
processive elongation. Finally, TPP1 may directly
interact with telomerase to stabilize the primer during
key steps of the catalytic cycle, acting as an anchor
point to provide an additional contact between
telomerase and the telomere [42]. Currently, our
data do not distinguish between the allosteric and
anchor mechanisms for TEL-patch stimulation of
processive telomerase synthesis. However, dissociation rate experiments suggest that TPP1-POT1
actively interacts with telomerase during processive
synthesis, not transiently at the initiation of synthesis
(this study and Ref. [42]).
In our current recruitment model, the TEN domain of
hTERT directly engages the TEL-patch of TPP1 to
scan along the approximately 50–100 TPP1-POT1
complexes on a telomere [54] to locate the 3′ overhang.
In vivo experiments suggest that the interaction
between the TEL-patch and telomerase is necessary
and sufficient for telomerase recruitment [2,37–40]. Our
competition data confirm that the TEL-patch-telomerase interaction contributes to the synthesis of the first
telomeric repeat. Once telomerase engages in
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synthesis, the TEL-patch of TPP1 directly contacts the
TEN domain of hTERT to either induce a conformational change in telomerase or merely stabilize
telomerase–telomere association, resulting in processive synthesis. Previous works suggest that multiple
surfaces on TPP1 may contact telomerase [36,38,46],
and TPP1 may make TEL-patch-independent contributions to telomerase activation or processivity [38].
TPP1 may also directly interact with the primer, when
complexed with POT1, to increase processivity [55,56].
As mutation to the TEL-patch did not completely
abrogate the stimulatory effects of TPP1 in our
experiments, it is possible that TPP1 may contribute
to translocation efficiency and substrate dissociation in
additional manners. Therefore, our current model does
not discount the possibility of multiple TPP1 contributions to the activation, processivity enhancement, and
regulation of telomerase. Further elucidation of the
contributions and mechanism by which TPP1 contributes to telomerase action is merited.
Deficiencies in telomerase recruitment lead to
telomere-shortening disorders
Mutations in hTERT that result in telomerase
recruitment defects are thought to cause telomereshortening diseases. The mutation in hTERT V144M
associated with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis [57] has
deficiencies in RAP stimulation by wild-type
TPP1-POT1 [40], as well as in vivo telomere localization [37]. Recently, a mutation in the TEL-patch of
TPP1 was shown to associate with aplastic anemia
and with Hoyeraal-Hreidarsson syndrome (a severe
form of dyskeratosis congenita) [58,59]. Patients with
the ΔK170 TPP1 allele had significantly reduced
telomere lengths; furthermore, ΔK170 TPP1 reduced
telomerase recruitment in cell-based assays and
reduced RAP stimulation in direct telomerase extension assays [58,59]. These studies strongly suggest
that telomerase recruitment is specifically compromised by deletion of K170 in the TEL-patch. K170 is
immediately adjacent to the mutated residues in TPP1
used in this study. Based on our data, it is tempting to
speculate that K170 disrupts the TPP1-hTERT interface to increase telomerase dissociation during synthesis, in addition to the previously shown recruitment
defects [58,59].
In summary, we have shown that the TEL-patch
amino acid cluster of TPP1 stabilizes telomerase on
telomeric DNA throughout the catalytic cycle. We
have developed a novel telomerase competition
assay and demonstrate that telomerase interacts
directly with the TEL-patch during synthesis of the
first repeat on telomeric DNA substrates. Our in vitro
competition assay presents a facile way to directly
test the impacts of new TPP1 mutants, identify
critical residues at the POT1-TPP1 interface, or test
the impacts of additional recruitment factors. We
also show that the TEL-patch increases the rate of
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product formation, improves translocation efficiency,
and reduces telomeric DNA dissociation during
active telomerase synthesis. Thus, TPP1 makes
multiple contributions to telomerase action. Quantitative studies of the TEL-patch-dependent
recruitment of telomerase will contribute to further
understanding of molecular origins of disease-associated alleles and might be applied in development of
new molecular therapies.

Materials and Methods
Super telomerase extract preparation
In order to overexpress and assemble human telomerase, we co-transfected plasmids encoding hTR
(pBS-U1-hTR) and N-terminal HA-tagged hTERT
(pVan145) into HEK 293T cells. The wild-type telomerase
plasmids were a generous gift of J. Lingner (École
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne) [60].
Mutant hTERT plasmids were generated by QuikChange
mutagenesis (Agilent). Whole cell extracts were prepared
after 2 days of transient transfection using a CHAPS lysis
buffer [61]; extracts were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at − 80 °C.
Telomerase was isolated from whole cell extracts with
slight modifications to a previous purification protocol [60].
In short, 200 microliters IgG Sepharose 6 Fastflow beads
(GE Healthcare) were equilibrated in 30 mL of buffer A
lacking 1 mM DTT. Buffer A was composed of 20 mM
Hepes– KOH (pH 7.9), 2 mM MgCl2, 300 mM KCl, 10%
glycerol (v/v), 1 mM DTT, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 0.1% Triton X-100 (v/v), and 1 mM PMSF. The
ionic strength of the extract was adjusted by diluting the
extract in an equal volume of 2 × buffer A. Telomerase was
captured by nutating at 4 °C for approximately 4 h. The
Sepharose beads were then washed in 50 mL of buffer A.
Telomerase was cleaved from the IgG beads with 50 U of
AcTEV protease (Life Technologies), in the presence of
200 U of RNasin Plus (Promega), overnight while nutating
at 4 °C. Telomerase was frozen in liquid nitrogen following
elution and stored at − 80 °C for future use.
Protein purification
Recombinant human wild-type and mutant TPP1-N
constructs, composed of the OB and POT1 binding
domains, were overexpressed in BL21-DE3 cells and
purified as previously described [36]. Recombinant human
full-length POT1 was overexpressed and purified from
insect cells as previously described [62]. Protein concentrations were determined by absorbance at 280 nm, and
corrections for % active protein were made.
Native gel-shift assays
Binding assays were performed as described earlier [62].
POT1, wild-type TPP1-POT1, or E169A;E171A TPP1-POT1
protein complexes were added to 5′- 32P-labeled DNA primer
a5TT (5′ TTAGGGTTAGCGTTAGGGTT 3′) and incubated
for 30 min at room temperature. Binding was carried out in
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buffer containing 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 100 mM
NaCl, and 1 mM DTT. Reactions were then loaded onto a
native 1× TBE 8–20% polyacrylamide gradient gel (Life
Technologies), run in the cold room (4 °C) at 200 V for 1 h,
and dried.
Telomerase full extension assay
Telomerase extension assays were carried out with
minor modifications [52]. Reactions were carried out in 1 ×
reaction buffer: 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 30 mM KCl, 0.1–
1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM spermidine, and 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol. Final nucleotide concentrations in the assay
were 500 μM dATP and dTTP and 3.23 μM dGTP. The
final dGTP concentration included 0.33 μM α- 32P-dGTP
(Perkin Elmer). Reactions were initiated by addition of
S4A5TT primer [5′ (TTTGGC)4TTAGGGTTAGCGTTAGG
GTT 3′; 100 nM final], and extension was allowed to
proceed for 120 min at 4 °C. Reactions were stopped in
five volumes of a solution containing 3.6 M ammonium
acetate, 20 μg glycogen, and a 5′- 32P-labeled oligo
loading control. Reactions were then precipitated with
0.5 mL of 100% ethanol and then washed one time
with 1 mL of 70% ethanol. The reaction products
were then resuspended in equal parts H2O and 2 ×
formamide loading dye (0.5 × TBE, 93.5% formamide,
30 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 0.5% xylene
cyanol, and bromophenol blue). Telomerase extension
products were electrophoresed on a 10% agarose
denaturing gel (1 × TBE; 7 M urea) at a constant power
of 90 watts for approximately 1.5 h. Gels were visualized
by phosphoimagery and then quantitated using ImageQuant TL (GE Healthcare).
Translocation assays
Translocation assays were carried out as previously
described [42], with minor modifications. POT1 and TPP1
were incubated with 100 nM S4A5TT primer for 30 min at
room temperature. TPP1-POT1-bound primers were then
bound to telomerase in 1 × reaction buffer, lacking dNTPs,
for 20 min at 4 °C. At time zero, the reactions were initiated
by the simultaneous addition of dNTPs and a competitive
3′ phosphorylated chase primer at a final concentration of
1 μM. The chase primer was included to prevent telomerase from re-engaging after substrate dissociation [42].
Reactions contained 100 nM primer, 250 nM POT1,
125 nM TPP1, 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 30 mM KCl, 0.1 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM spermidine, and 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol.
Final nucleotide concentrations in the assay were 500 μM
dATP and 3.23 μM dGTP; dTTP was omitted from the
reaction. The final dGTP concentration included 0.33 μM
α- 32P-dGTP. Reactions were carried out at 4 °C. Reactions were stopped by removing aliquots of the reaction at
various time points and quenching in stop solution
described above for full extension assays. The fraction
translocated was calculated by summing the counts (C) in
the + 3 and + 4 bands and dividing by the total counts; that
is, fraction translocated = (C+ 3 + C+ 4)/(C+ 2 + C+ 3 + C+ 4).
The fraction of translocated product was plotted as a
function of time and fit to a single exponential using
SigmaPlot (Systat).

Competition assays
Competition assays were performed by simultaneously
initiating a telomerase reaction with two substrates, in this
case, two primers of different length. Primer 1 (S4A5TT) in
1 × reaction buffer was incubated in with POT1 and TPP1
(either wild-type or mutant TPP1) for 30 min at room
temperature, followed by 20 min at 4 °C. Primer 2
(S3A5TT = 5′ (TTTGGC)3TTAGGGTTAGCGTTAGGGTT
3′) was incubated under identical conditions in a separate
tube with POT1 and either mutant or wild-type TPP1. While
primers were complexed with TPP1-POT1, reactions
containing telomerase, buffer, and dNTPs were
assembled and cooled to 4 °C for 20 min. Reactions
were initiated by simultaneously adding primer 1 and
primer 2 to the telomerase in buffer and nucleotides at
4 °C. Competition reactions were stopped by removing
aliquots of the reaction at various time points and
quenching in the stop solution described above for full
extension assays. Competition assays were carried under
the buffer and nucleotide conditions as described for the
translocation assay. The final concentration of each primer
was 100 nM, 500 nM POT1, and 250 nM wild-type TPP1
and 250 nM mutant TPP1. For competitions carried out at
lower primer concentrations, the POT1-TPP1 concentrations were also lowered but the ratio of protein to primer
remained constant (i.e., 2.5-fold excess of POT1 and
1.25-fold excess of TPP1 over total oligo concentration).
Total counts (TC), at each time point, for both primers were
normalized to the loading control and expressed as
fractions of the product formed for primer complexed with
wild-type TPP1-POT1 at the final time point—for example,
normalized product formation at time n for primer with EE
TPP1 = {[TCprimerEE(t = n)/Cload control]}/{[TCprimerWT(t =
12 min)/Cload control]}. The initial velocities were calculated
by plotting the normalized product formation versus time
and determining the slope by linear regression. The error
values reported in the text were calculated using the
equation: reported error = μ(v primerWT /v primerEE )((σv2
2 1/2.
primerWT/μvprimerWT) + (σvprimerEE/μvprimerEE) )
Extending primer dissociation rate assays
Dissociation rate assays were carried out with slight
modifications from those previously described [42]. Primer
and 3′ phosphorylated chase primer in 1 × buffer were
complexed with excess TPP1-POT1 at room temperature
in separate tubes. Complexed primer was then allowed to
equilibrate with telomerase for 5 min; next cold dATP,
dTTP, and dGTP were added to initiate the telomerase
reaction. The reaction proceeded for 5 min, and at time
zero, a large excess of 3′ phosphorylated chase primer
was added to prevent substrate primer re-association.
After chase addition, aliquots of the reaction were removed
at varying time points and pulse labeled with 32P-α-dGTP
for 5 min. Reactions were stopped as described for full
extension assays. Reactions were carried out at 25 °C.
Final reaction concentrations were 50 nM A5 primer (5′
TTAGGGTTAGCGTTAGGG 3′), 1 μM 3′ phosphorylated
chase primer, 1.2 μM POT1, 1.2 μM TPP1, 50 mM Tris
(pH 8.0), 150 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM spermidine,
and 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol. Final nucleotide concentrations in the assay were 500 μM each of dATP and
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dTTP, as well as 3.23 μM dGTP. The final dGTP
concentration included 0.33 μM α- 32P-dGTP. The total
counts (TC) for each lane were expressed as a fraction of
counts at time zero and plotted as a function of time {i.e.,
fraction bound = [TC(t = n)/TC(t = 0)]}, as previously
described [42]. Data were fit to a double exponential and
Apparent
was taken as the time required for 50%
t 1/2
dissociation.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmb.2015.01.008.
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